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During operation of screw working bodies the outer edges of the spiral face the 
most excessive wear. The authors suggested reinforcement of the outer edges of the 
spiral by means of spinning (Fig. 1) during production of screw working bodies with 
up-graded reliability and durability. 
The screw working body, consisting of a barrel or pipe 1 and rigidly welded to it 
screw stripe 2, is deadly locked by two ends to turning lathe with collet fixtures 3 
from both sides of mentioned construction elements. From the left end of collet 
fixture the screw working body is fixed into jaw or other chuck 4 of popular design. 
The screw working body is also fixed into deadhead 5 with the possibility of circular 
and axial rotation. Inductor 6 is rigidly mounted (no image on the technical drawing) 
at the left side of screw working body on the foundation slab of the turning lathe, 
which embraces with internal diameter the screw stripe 2 along its external diameter 
with the possibility of relative motion. The reeling-out unit 7 is rigidly mounted on 
foundation slab of the turning lathe rightward to the inductor 6, which is surrounded 
with three crimping wheels 8 into holders 9 with regulating dial scales 10 and the 
mechanism 11 of their relative axial motion for location of the crimping wheels 8 with 
handles 12 during formation of external contour of the screw stripe 2. Here, the 
crimping wheels 8 are located on the angle that equals the ascending angle of screw 
spiral. Besides, the half-round circular slots 13, which are made in crimping wheels 8 
along their external diameter, form the outer surface of the thickened screw stripe with 
required shapes and dimensions. Two types of windows 14 and 15 are proportionally 
made around the hull in order to decrease the weight of the reeling-out unit 7. The 
screw tubular spiral with in-hale 16 and out-hale 17 pipes for liquid refrigerating 
agent of the high frequency current inductor 18 is made to secure the normal operation 
of the device and the inductor 6 as well as for heat withdrawal from the heating area. 
The device operation goes as follows. Left and right shaft 1 ends are mounted into 
collet fixtures 3; the left one is rigidly fixed inside the jaw chuck of turning lathe and 
the right one – into deadhead 5. 
                    
a)                                                      b) 
Fig. 1 – а) Device to produce screw working bodies with up-graded operation 
reliability and durability; b) intersection А-А 
Before this they mount the inductor 6 with his internal hole as well as internal 
diameter and reeling-out unit 7 on screw working body. The crimping wheels 8 are 
meanwhile moved in the uppermost position with regulating dial scales 10. After 
rigid fixation of reeling-out unit 7 on the foundation slab of turning lathe, they start 
mounting of crimping wheels 8 in holders 9 on required crimping diameter and step 
by means of dial scale 10 and handle 12. Here the allowance rate is divided on three 
wheels according to the following sequence: the first and the second crimping wheels 
crimp the screw stripe on allowance rate 0,35 Δ, where Δ – allowance rate; the third 
crimping wheel is on allowance rate 0,3 Δ with deviation error of 10…20%. The 
reeling-out unit 7 is moved into rightmost position, then they switch on the inductor 6, 
heat the left end of screw stripe 2 and turn on the lathe with spindle. Then the jaw 
chuck 4 rotates and moves the screw working body around, which with screw stripe 2 
along the outer diameter 5 interacts with crimping wheels 8 of crimping head. The 
latter moves in axial direction on pre- determined step of screw working body and 
increases its thickness along outer diameter up to pre-determined dimensions. 
Having finished the technological process of crimping of screw stripe, they stop 
the turning lathe, dismantle the screw working body from the foundation slab and fix 
the next one instead. 
In some cases of crimping of screw working bodies one can operate under cold 
conditions. 
To determine the strain effort of perpetual screw’s blank part in the mentioned 
above device let us have a look at analytical model on Fig. 2. 
 
a)                                                           b) 
Fig. 2 – Analytical model to determine the strain effort for perpetual screw’s 
blank part: а) scheme of interaction between perpetual screw and crimping wheel; b) 
stress condition of elementary sector 
During deformation of outer edge of perpetual screw, there appears axis-
symmetric strain, which allows determining stress condition at the spot of 
deformation by means of investigation of stress condition of elementary sector (Fig. 
2b) on the angle dγ. The affiliated stresses here are equal to zero, and radial stresses 
σρ and tangential stresses σθ are the main ones.  
Let us investigate the balance condition of stripe with width dRx, which is 
located at the distance Rx from the center at small transpositions of the blank part in 
polar coordinates system. Let us design the forces on the radius heading through the 
center of sector and compare their sum to zero with an eye on the fact that changes in 
the perpetual screw material’s thickness is determined with the dependency: 
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where SВ – thickness of perpetual screw material at internal diameter, mm;  
RВ – internal radius of perpetual screw, mm.  
As the screw working body is ellipsis-shaped then the internal radius is equal to: 
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Correspondingly, the external radius of perpetual screw is: 
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Then the radial strain effort is equal to: 
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The tangential strain effort will be found according to the formula: 
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The torque required to rotate the perpetual screw is determined as follows: 
зRPmM         (6) 
where m – the number of simultaneously working crimping wheels.  
The analysis of dependencies between spinning momentum and stripe height 
was carried out on the basis of the formula (6) according to the program attached in 
the annexes. Due to calculation results, we made a graph (Fig. 3) of torque 
dependency being necessary for rotation of perpetual screw from radius of crimping 
wheel. 
 Fig. 3 – Graph of torque dependency being necessary for rotation of perpetual 
screw from radius of crimping wheel: 1 – R3=50 mm; 2 – R3=60 mm; 3 – R3=70 mm 
Apparently, from the graphs, the radius of forming crimping wheel influence 
slightly on the value of torque for the perpetual screw under process of enforcement. 
In addition, during enforcement of outer edge from the side of small semi-axis of 
ellipsis during transition on the big semi-axis the momentum grows in 1.3 – 1.5 
times. 
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